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Following publication of the original article [1], the 
authors identified an error to the  titles and labels of 
axes in Figs. 3 and 4, as well as the captions of treatment 
groups on Fig. 4. This error does not affect the accuracy 
and clarity of the research presented, neither does affect 
the interpretation of the results. The corrected figures are 
given below.

Error:

• In Fig. 3A (Scatterplot of the hippocampus-to-cortex 
ratio by BV/CSF index),  labels indicating the MRI 
subtypes are in the reverse order.

– In the X axis, which corresponds to the “TYPICAL-
ITY-Hippocampus-to-cortex ratio”, labels should go 
from “Limbic-predominant” (on the left) to “Hip-
pocampal-sparing” (on the right).

– In the Y axis, which corresponds to the “SEVERITY-
BV:CSF index”, labels should go from “Minimal atro-
phy” (at the top) to “Typical AD” (at the bottom).

• In Fig. 4  (interaction plots between severity/typical-
ity subtyping dimension and treatment in the MRI 
efficacy measures), captions of the lines indicat-
ing the treatment groups are in reversed order. Red 
lines correspond to the placebo group  (not to the 
donepezil group), and blue lines correspond to the 
donepezil group (not to the placebo group).

• In  Fig.  4C  (interaction plot between typicality sub-
typing dimension and APC of lateral ventricle vol-
ume), axes titles are incorrect.

– X axis title should be “TYPICALITY-Hippocam-
pus-to-cortex ratio”, instead of “SEVERITY-BV:CSF 
index”.
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The original article can be found online at https:// doi. org/ 10. 1186/ s13195‑ 
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– Y axis title should be “APC Lateral Ventricle vol”, 
instead of "APC AD Signature cortical thickness”. 
Labels on the Y axis are also incorrect. They should 
be changed to “Increased atrophy rate” (at the top) 
and “Reduced atrophy rate” (at the bottom).

The original article [1] has been updated.

Fig. 3 Baseline MRI patterns characterized on continuous scales of subtyping dimensions. A Scatterplot of the hippocampus‑to‑cortex ratio 
(typicality subtyping dimension) by BV/CSF index (severity subtyping dimension). B Classification of MCI individuals according to the degree 
of global brain atrophy after applying clinical cut‑offs on BV/CSF index (severity subtyping dimension). Note: BV = brain volume; CSF = cerebrospinal 
fluid
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Fig. 4 Interaction plots between severity/typicality subtyping dimensions (X axis) and treatment (Y axis) in APC of AD signature cortical thickness 
which includes entorhinal, inferior temporal, middle temporal, and fusiform gyri thickness (A, B) and APC of lateral ventricle volume (C) 
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